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GATE PROCESS



Handling times 
Operates from Mon. 6:00 a.m. through to Sat. 2:00 p.m.

Truck handling at the two container terminals in Bremerhaven, 
EUROGATE Container Terminal and MSC Gate, is based on state-of-the-art 
systems and is very efficient. 
In order to make processing easier for you, you will find below an overview of 
the gate and all associated processes.
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Preparations

Pre-booking / pre-announcement     
Å  Dakosy AG`s Truckate system is to be used for the pre-booking of containers
    to be delivered or picked-up in order to create a pre-announcement
Å The pre-announcement generated contains all the necessary data and is a     
   prerequisite for dispatch
Å Self-CheckIn directly from the vehicle with minimal input effort - just enter       
     pre-announcement number             

Trucker Card
• As at the terminals in Hamburg and Wilhelmshaven

• Is required at the terminals in Bremerhaven at
    each gate-stage / process step

• Cards issued upon request for a fee at the service desk                   
    (no card paymants / cash only) 
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Preparations

Dangerous goods documents / ADR
Å For the delivery of dangerous goods, according to Bremen's port regulations, it is  
  mandatory to create a port order (BHT) before arrival at the terminal
Å According to ADR, a transport document, a valid ADR certificate and appropriate  
  truck equipment are required and must be presented for transporting dangerous    
  goods.  

Slot-booking
Å Dakosy AG`s TruckGate system is to be used to book a slot for a created        
  pre-announcement
Å In principle, pre-announcements are only processed within the booked slot or  
  within the tolerances shown below
Å Slots that have been booked but cannot be reached due to delays must be      
   rebooked before they begin, sots that are not required must be cancelled
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Central gate
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Truck handling map

Entrance
OCR portal (NOT for OOG)
Check-In from the truck
Check-In at self-service kiosks 
Servive-Desk (DG, OOG)
Service-Desk Trucker Cards
 In-Gate Checklanes (10-13, OOG 16)
Truck-Transfer-Areas CH1-CH4 & BC1
Out-Gate Checklanes (2-5, OOG 1)
Check platform /Ctrs roof
Container Freight Station (CFS)
Port Security Office



Central gate

Check-in

Loading ramps
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Truck handling map
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Check-in

3. Required pre-booking via TruckGate
All delivery and delivery processes for full and empty containers must be booked in 
advance via Truckate. This results in the following advantages

Land-land-traffic  (KLV)  can  currently  not  be  pre-booked  and  are  therefore 
processed without pre-booking at the service desk.

Trucks with overdimensions/ oversized load (width >3.1m and/or heigth > 4.3m) MUST
 bypass OCR-Gate over the right lane

2. OCR Gate
This two-lane OCR gate captures trucks and containers and compares the data 
with the pre-announcement. All container trucks for deliveries and pick-ups for full 
and empty containers and empty chassis must pass through the OCR gate. 

1. Directions
Via the motorway A27, Exit 6 “Bremerhaven/Überseehäfen”, 
Senator-Borttscheller-Straße 8a, 27568 Bremerhaven

Å  Easy check-in directly from the truck without leaving the cabin
Å  No waiting times at the service desk
Å  Direct entry into the in-gate lanes after self-check-in at the truck kiosk
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Check-in

6. Creation of trucker cards 
Creation of trucker cards or activation of trucker cards created by other terminals
 is possible at the service desk. Charge/fee to be paid in cash on site. No card 
payments.

5. Check-In at the service desk
The check-in of pre-announcements with pick-up of ADR and/or OOG as well 
as land-land-traffics (KLV) is only possible at the service desk. 
The check-in of conventional trucks for EUROGATE Container Freiht Station 
(CFS) also takes place at the service desk.

4. Check-In in at self-service kiosks
Kiosks for self chek-in are located in the blue container in front of the interchange 
building.  At  these  kiosks,  check-in  is  possible  with  almost  no  waiting  time.  The 
already booked pre-announcements for full and empty containers can be processed 
here.  There is also an option of booking a pre-announcement and a slot on site if 
necessary. Pre-announcements with ADR and/or OOG are excluded from self 
service and must be done at the service desk. 
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Inbound deliveries

7. Central Gate / InGate
This  is  where  the  ISPS  boundary  of  the  terminal's  high-security  area  begins.  The 
containers  are  checked  at  the  central  gate  by  EUROGATE  checkers.  The  driver 
registers  at  a  kiosk  with  his  trucker  card,  confirms  that  he  has  switched  off  the 
engine and presses the safety button on the kiosk until a checker has completed the 
container check.. Driving into the terminal is only permitted with a valid trucker card 
and a valid transaction in compliance with the safety regulations. 
For the pick-up of dangerous goods containers ADR, the truck equipment is checked
 in advance according to ADR.

8. Transfer area 1 ï 4 (and block stowage, BC1)
When entering the terminal, the driver proceeds to the chassis area(s) given by/ in 
order  of  the  routing  ticket,  drives  backwards  into  a  free  lane  and  unlocks  the 
twistlocks of the relevant container(s). He then calls at the kiosk with his trucker card 
and  stands  in  the  marked  security  circle  clos  to  his  truck  and  a  van  carrier  can 
remove or put the container(s). The driver locks the twistlocks of the put container(s) 
and drives to the next chassis area or the out-gate.
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Outbound deliveries

11. EUROGATE Container Freight Station (CFS)
Å Inbound and outbound deliveries of break bulk cargo. Å  
   Packing/unpacking.
Å Loading all kinds of goods into containers 
www.eurogate.eu/cfs

9. Central Gate / OutGate
This  is  where  the  final  check,  including  dangerous  goods  label,  is  carried  out  by 
EUROGATE checkers. You will receive your receipt for the containers that you have
 delivered and/or collected. The driver registers at the kiosk  with his trucker card, he
 confirms that  the engine has been switched off,  the  twistlocks  have been locked 
and he presses the security  button on the kiosk  until  a  EUROGATE checker  has 
completed the container check. The driver is shown a live-picture of the container 
roof so that he can check the roof check at the same time. Opening containers in 
the gate lanes is not allowed.

10. Check galery
Objects can be removed from  
container`s roof on this gallery.
 Opening empty containers is 
possible here, but opening full 
containers is also not 
permitted here.

12. Port Security 
Visitors, authorities, etc. report to Port Security before entering the terminal site.  



Please do not hesitate to contact us if you have any questions regarding truck 
handling: 

EUROGATE Container Terminal Bremerhaven GmbH  
Senator-Borttscheller-StraÇe 1
27568 Bremerhaven, Germany
Tel.: +49 471 1425 - 4642
Fax: +49 471 1425 - 4881 
E-mail: ctb.cta@eurogate.eu

www.truckgate.de
www.eurogate.eu

Pre- and slotbooking by web-app 
web.truckgate.de

Slot utilization display
slot.truckgate.de

Handling times 
Operates from Mon. 6:00 a.m. through to Sat. 2:00 p.m.

Visit www.eurogate.eu/ctb/trucker-information to view our video on truck handling.


	There is also an option of booking a pre-announcement and a slot on site if necessary.

